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ABSTRACT

Returns from drilling in unconsolidated cobble and sand aquifers commonly do not identify lithologic changes that may be meaningful for hydrogeologic investigations. Vertical resolution of saturated, Quaternary, coarse braided-stream deposits is significantly improved by interpreting natural gamma (G), epithermal neutron (N), and electromagnetically induced resistivity (IR) logs obtained from wells at the Capital Station site in Boise, Idaho. Interpretation of these geophysical logs is simplified because these sediments are derived largely from high-gamma-producing source rocks (granitics of the Boise River drainage), contain few clays, and have undergone little diagenesis. Analysis of G, N, and IR data from these deposits with principal components analysis provides an objective means to determine if units can be recognized within the braided-stream deposits. In particular, performing principal components analysis on G, N, and IR data from eight wells at Capital Station (1) allows the variable system dimensionality to be reduced from three to two by selecting the two eigenvectors with the greatest variance as axes for principal component scatterplots, (2) generates principal components with interpretable physical meanings, (3) distinguishes sand from cobble-dominated units, and (4) provides a means to distinguish between cobble-dominated units.

INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the general problem of recognizing, in boreholes, variation within coarse, unconsolidated alluvial sediments such as braided-stream deposits. The field characteristics of coarse braided-stream deposits have received considerable attention from examination of modern braided streams (e.g., Williams and Rust, 1969; Boothroyd and Nummedal, 1978), and of recent and ancient deposits in outcrop (e.g., Ore, 1964; Miall, 1984; Jussel et al., 1994). However, in subsurface investigations it is difficult and expensive to recover samples that retain information on variation within unconsolidated cobble and sand deposits. Conventional drilling methods mix and/or grind cobbles with the sand matrix. In a given well, it is difficult to recognize the location or nature of lithologic and associated hydrogeologic or geophysical variations within and between coarse-grained units. This information is valuable for investigations aimed at determining the range and distribution of permeability and for reconstructing sedimentary environments.

We interpret borehole geophysical log data from wells in the unconfined aquifer at the Capital Station site in downtown Boise, Idaho (Fig. 1). The aquifer consists largely of Quaternary alluvial (Qal) deposits above Tertiary Glenns Ferry Formation (Tgf) marginal lacustrine (shoreline–floodplain) sand and silt (Fig. 2). In this paper we focus on finding an objective process for recognizing lithologic variation within the saturated Quaternary alluvial deposits, which are coarse, unconsolidated, braided-stream, glacial outwash from the upper Boise River drainage (Othberg, 1994).

The Quaternary alluvial deposits have favorable characteristics for interpretation based on natural gamma (G), single-detector epithermal neutron (N), and electromagnetically induced resistivity (IR) logs. These deposits are virtually un lithified, unaltered, and uncompacted. Silt or clay lenses have not been observed, although minor amounts of silt and clay occur in some sand and cobble-dominated units (Barrash et al., 1997). The source material for the Quaternary alluvium is almost entirely Cretaceous and Tertiary granitic plutons, and minor Tertiary volcanic material and Paleozoic and Precambrian metasedimentary rocks (e.g., Mitchell and Bennett, 1979). Consequently, factors that can complicate interpretation of G, N, and IR logs in clastic deposits are limited in the Quaternary alluvium from the upper Boise River drainage: Sediment composition is nearly uniform; natural gamma production rates are well above background; cementation or mineralogical changes in place are minimal; and admixtures of clay (i.e., effects of increased presence of radioisotopes due to adsorption and ion exchange, bound water, and electrical conductivity) are minimal or concentrated in few units. As a first approximation, G log data in counts per second (cps) are related to the volume fraction of solids (\( V_s \)) which, in the Quaternary alluvium, are high-gamma–producing, clay-poor, un cemented sediment. N cps decrease with increasing porosity (1 – \( V_s \)) in saturated, clay-poor sediments (or increase with increasing \( V_s \)). IR log responses represent some combination of surface area and interconnected porosity of the bulk sediment.

BOREHOLE DATA

Lithologic logs for most monitoring wells at the Capital Station site (United States Pollution Control, Inc., 1992) are highly generalized (Fig. 3). Geophysical logs were obtained in 30 wells, but most of these penetrate only a few me...
vium sand or cobble-dominated units commonly cannot be correlated laterally between wells over even 6–10 m at this site.

**PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS**

Principal components analysis is a multivariate data analysis technique that combines statistical and data transformation methods (e.g., Davis, 1986), and has been applied successfully in a number of borehole geophysical logging investigations (e.g., Kassenaar, 1991; Moline et al., 1992). Principal components analysis can provide insight into the relationships and variance of three or more variables by recombining the total variance in the system unequally among the principal components, and by reducing the dimensionality of the multivariate space if a subset of the principal components accounts for a large majority of the total variance in the system. In this case, the number of principal components can be reduced from three to two, which permits the examination of responses (that include information from all three original variables) in two-dimensional plots, and thereby simplifies interpretation of the multivariate nature of the material. In addition, the physical meaning of the principal components may be interpreted from the loadings of original variables on each principal component, and from the relative proportions of variance associated with each principal component.

We applied principal components analysis to G, N, and IR data for all Quaternary alluvium units below the water table in eight wells at Capital Station (Fig. 1). Our main objective was to gain resolution within the cobble-dominated intervals of the alluvium. Glens Ferry Formation sediments were not included because (Barrash et al., 1997): (1) these units already may be distinguished from the alluvium on the basis of petrographic data, stratigraphic position, and separation of the alluvium and Glenns Ferry Formation sand-unit fields in N-G scatterplots, and (2) Glenns Ferry Formation sediments represent a different depositional environment and source area (Snake River drainage), and so would introduce elements of variability in addition to those inherent in the Quaternary alluvium deposits alone.

G, N, and IR responses were recorded independently over similar sample volumes and, although each measurement includes information from above and below, we assume that data values represent the material at the measurement location. This assumption leads to gradational rather than abrupt transitions between lithologic units but, without a priori knowledge of all unit breaks, unit selection would be arbitrary for that sizeable fraction of the section where breaks are not obvious. So, the plotted location of each individual data point, or principal components analysis score, is not as important as locations of clusters of scores associated with fine-scale or aggregate units in principal component space.
Data sets of the measured variables from individual wells were grouped together to form a sample population with 1320 trivariate data points for analysis with principal components analysis. The grouped data set for each variable was transformed to a population with zero mean and unit variance to avoid spurious numerical effects associated with different offsets on a given variable measurement scale. For example, G data are in cps and are offset from zero between 50 and 140 cps, and IR data are in $\Omega\cdot m$ and are offset from zero between 30 and 700 $\Omega\cdot m$ (Fig. 3).

In applying principal components analysis, first a variance-covariance matrix is generated from the three transformed data sets (Fig. 4A). The eigenvalues (Fig. 4B) and eigenvectors (Fig. 4C) are then determined from the variance-covariance matrix. The eigenvectors are the principal components of the multivariate system under analysis. The percentage of variance explained by each principal component (PC) can be determined by dividing the eigenvalue for that component by the total variance (3.0 in this case). Of the total variance in the system analyzed here, PC1 explains 14%, PC2 explains 23%, and PC3 explains 63%.

An important feature of principal components analysis is that the total variance in the system is not changed: the sum of the three original data set variances (trace of matrix in Fig. 4A) equals 3.0, as does the sum of the eigenvalues (trace of matrix in Fig. 4B). The matrix of transformed variable data sets is postmultiplied by the eigenvector matrix to generate scores that may be plotted in principal component space.

**Principal Component Axes**

The three principal components define three orthogonal axes. The vector elements of each component locate each axis as a transformed-unit vector in the original three-variable space (Davis, 1986). A simple bar graph of the magnitudes of the vector elements, or loadings, for each principal component provides a visual means to evaluate the relative and combined influences of the original variables on each principal component (Fig. 5). The meaning of each principal component is interpreted below from its loadings and relative amount of variance. The order of discussion is from largest to smallest variance: PC3, PC2, then PC1.

**Principal Component 3.** PC3 encompasses most of the variance in the system (63%) and has strong positive contributions from G, N, and IR; G and N contribute almost equally (Fig. 5C). We interpret PC3 to be the "solid-volume fraction" ($V_s$) axis because increasing G, N, and IR data values all result from increased $V_s$ of the high-energy, coarse-grained, braided-stream deposits. G and N loadings are nearly identical because both increase with increasing $V_s$ of G-producing feldspathic sediments (i.e., poorer sorting, denser packing) relative to water-filled pore volume. IR typically increases with greater $V_s$ of poorly conductive mineral matter because electrical current is less likely to pass directly through such solids than along mineral-water interfaces or through interconnected water-filled pore spaces (e.g., Kwader, 1985). However, the relationship between IR responses and $V_s$ is less direct than it is for either G or N and $V_s$, and this difference is reflected in the lower loading for IR compared with G and N in PC3.

**Principal Component 2.** PC2, the "high resistivity" axis, accounts for 23% of the variance in the system and has a strong positive contribution
of IR coupled with lesser negative contributions of N and G (Fig. 5). Observation of raw logs for wells at the Capital Station site indicates that high-IR values occur, with few exceptions, in the cobble-dominated units (Barrash et al., 1997). The meaning of high-IR responses in cobble units is under investigation; preliminary results suggest that large framework clasts (>15 cm largest diameter) are associated with high-IR units.

**Principal Component 1.** PC1 encompasses the least amount of variance in the system (14%) and includes a strong positive G contribution, a strong negative N contribution, and a minor negative contribution from IR. This type of inverse relationship between G and N is characteristic of units influenced by clay, where increased G is due to gamma-emitting elements taken into clay, and decreased N is due to water in clay-mineral lattices. Low IR is consistent with the electrically conductive nature of clays. The small proportion of variance associated with this clay axis reflects the small amount of clay in Quaternary alluvium (Barrash et al., 1997).

**Principal Component Scatterplots**

Because the relative percentages of variance explained by the three principal components are unequal such that a large majority of the variance may be explained by two principal components, then the dimensionality of the system may be reduced from three to two for simplification of plotting and interpretation. Together, PC3 (solid-volume fraction) and PC2 (high resistivity) explain 66% of the variance in the Quaternary alluvium deposits. Scores are plotted against these two axes for three wells as examples; the locations of scores in these principal component scatterplots are noted with numbers rather than points (Fig. 6, A-C). The numbers correspond to the fine-scale units associated with particular scores, and thereby facilitate finding their relative positions in, and the original data values from, the original logs (Fig. 6, D-F).

Sand units and cobble-dominated units plot in different fields on the PC3–PC2 scatterplots, as on N-G scatterplots (Barrash et al., 1997). The dividing line between sand and cobble-dominated units occurs at ~450 cps on the N log; this is not evident from the principal components analysis, but can be recognized by referring back to the locations and values of associated fine-scale units (e.g., Fig. 6, D-F) in the original logs. A dividing line between relatively high- and low-IR units occurs at ~135 Ω·m on the IR log. Sand units rarely occur above the 135 Ω·m IR dividing line, but cobble-dominated units commonly occur above this line (Fig. 6, A-C). In addition, relative positions for aggregate or fine-scale cobble units within the high- or low-IR fields can be associated with relative magnitudes of N cps (i.e., porosity) and, to a lesser extent, G cps. For example, the relative locations of three low-IR aggregate cobble units in well SPT3 on both the PC3–PC2 scatterplots (Fig. 6C) and the well logs (Fig. 6F) can be distinguished by relative N responses that are consistent within, but different between, these three aggregate units. Similarly, the relative positions of the two aggregate cobble units in well RSMW17 plot in different regions of the high-IR cobble field in the PC3–PC2 plots (Fig. 6A), more on the basis of relative magnitudes of N than G count rates (Fig. 6D).

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

1. Saturated, coarse, Quaternary alluvium braided-stream deposits originating in the upper Boise River drainage are particularly amenable to subsurface study with G, N, and IR geophysical logs, despite difficulty in recovering samples from boreholes and limited lateral or vertical continuity of units. The deposits are mostly unaltered, un lithified, and clay poor, and they originate from a largely uniform, high-gamma–producing source. These characteristics combine to simplify interpretation of material responses to the three logs run in wells at the Capital Station site: G and N approximate Vr, and IR responds to some combination of conducting surface area and interconnecting porosity.

2. Principal components analysis provides an objective means for interpreting G, N, and IR log responses to Quaternaryalluvium deposits in Boise, Idaho. Interpretations for the principal components are as follows: 63% of total system variance is explained as solid-volume fraction; 23% is explained by a principal component that is sensitive to high resistivity; and 14% is explained by clay-influenced units.

3. Principal components analysis successfully separates (1) sand and cobble-dominated units across a line at ~450 N cps, and (2) cobble-dominated units into high- and low-IR units across a line at ~135 Ω·m. Additional variation between cobble units may be related to differences in porosity.
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